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some exercise without breaking a sweat.
Of course, when you are ready to take your
bike riding to a new level, you start looking

to the various outfitter dealers and
equipment providers that can help you get

the right equipment for the safest and
most comfortable riding experience

possible. Many Canadian bike riders will be
very familiar with bike shops that

specialize in custom bike building; bike
shops that build a variety of bikes from

road, mountain, kids, BMX, cyclocross and
BMX mountain bikes; bike shops that build

bikes and then outfit them to buyers’
specifications; and bike shops that build
the bike and sell the bike. In all cases,

these dealerships typically come with an
owner/manager that has extensive

experience in the business, they always
have the right parts and they can offer
buyers the best possible service. Small

dealerships, which may or may not have
their own facilities, make up the majority of
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the landscape for bike shops in Canada.
Typically, they build their own bikes and
then are independent of the bike brands

they carry; they often specialize in one or a
handful of types of bikes and they have the
financial capacity to do large custom bike
building projects. The next broad type of
bicycle dealer is the franchised dealer.

They may be a bike shop or may be a bike
store. They are typically owned by large

chains that also have dealerships for other
products and services. In all cases, they

have their own product lines and they have
the financial capacity to carry a number of

brands. The third category of bike
dealerships are the independent bike

shops. They typically build their own bikes,
sell their own bikes and service their own
customers. They are independent in the

sense that they are not attached to a large
dealership, they don’t have a national

brand of bikes in their inventory and they
don’t carry products or services that are
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offered by the larger chains. The fourth
category of bike dealerships are the

franchised bike shops. They have their own
national brands, they
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the Invention This invention is related to a

multiplexed linear signal modulation
method and system which is adapted to be
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eight stages. 2. Description of the Prior Art
As regards the reception of linear signals,
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